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Electron Microscopic Features of Effects of Different
Intracoronal Bleaching Methods and Materials on the
Structure of Dentin
Umut Tunga1, Bade Sonat2

SUMMARY

The study used electron microscopy to evaluate the effects of various
concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and sodium perborate, which are the
chief agents used in bleaching, on the surface of dentin. 18 freshly extracted,
unerupted mandibular third molars were split along the sagittal plane (lingually and buccally) with Carborundum disks so that 36 nearly equal intact
teeth parts were obtained. In these 36 specimens, dentin surfaces were evaluated. Each specimen was randomly assigned to 1 of 6 experimental treatments: distilled water, 10% hydrogen peroxide, 30% hydrogen peroxide, distilled water plus sodium perborate, 10% hydrogen peroxide plus sodium perborate, and 30% hydrogen peroxide plus sodium perborate. Changes in the
surface morphology of the dentin were recorded according to their severity.
The most changes occurred in the intact dentin surfaces treated with
30% hydrogen peroxide, and with 30% hydrogen peroxide and sodium perborate. The use of bleaching agents was accompanied by morphological
changes in the dentin; the most severe changes were found with the higher
concentration of the hydrogen peroxide.
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Introduction
Increased acidity is a common side effect of the
bleaching technique. The mechanism by which the
bleaching agents penetrate dental tissues and initiate the
resorptive process remains unclear and studies should
be intensified to throw more light on this process.
Additionally, information regarding the effects of various
types of sodium perborate on the bleaching technique is
limited. Agents currently being used for bleaching may
cause damage to the structure of the teeth as a result of
reactions between the hard tissues of the tooth and the
chemical agent1. Deleterious effects of bleaching agents
include apical and horizontal leakage, decreased stability
of restorations, increased fragility of the tooth, and external
resorption2. Although these effects are known side effects
of the bleaching process, the ultra-structural pattern of
this process remains to be elucidated1. The adverse effects
of peroxide-containing bleaching agents have long been
reported, but there is disagreement regarding the effects of
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different concentrations on the surface structure of the hard
tissues of teeth.
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the
effects of various concentrations of hydrogen peroxide
alone and in combination with sodium perborate in the
walking bleach method. The study presented here concerned
changes to the surface structure of dentin, and compared the
results by means of electron microscopy.

Materials and Methods
18 extracted, unerupted mandibular third molars were
used in the study. The soft tissues covering the root surfaces
were gently removed with thin brushes and the teeth were
placed in distilled water. Using rotary Carborundum discs
under water-cooled conditions, the teeth were split along
the sagittal plane (lingually and buccally) so that 36 nearly
equal tooth sides were obtained (Fig. 1).
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Group 5 - 10% hydrogen peroxide and sodium perborate;
Group 6 - 30% hydrogen peroxide and sodium perborate
tri-hydrate (2x [NaBO2(OH)2]- 4H2O).
Specimens from each group were stored in their
respective bleaching materials at 37ºC for 3 days. After
the initial 3 days, fresh solutions were prepared and the
specimens were stored at 37ºC for an additional 3 days.
At the end of the 6-day period, the specimens were taken
out, rinsed in tap water and left to dry at room temperature
for 1 hour. The specimens were then covered with 300º
Angstrom gold film and prepared for scanning electron
microscopy (Jeol, JSM Serie 6400).

Figure 1. Teeth were split along the saggital plane
(lingually and buccally).

Electron Microscopic Evaluation

Pulp tissue remnants were removed from the pulp
chambers by excavators, and intact dentin surfaces were
obtained. In these 36 specimens, intact dentin surfaces
were obtained by leaving the pulp chambers in their
original form and the samples were evaluated only in intact
regions. Each specimen was then treated in an ultrasonic
bath with distilled water for 25 minutes and randomly
assigned to 1 of 6 experimental groups:
Group 1 - distilled water (control group);
Group 2 - 10% hydrogen peroxide;
Group 3 - 30% hydrogen peroxide;
Group 4 - distilled water plus sodium perborate (Sodium
perborate tri-hydrate, Merck, Art 6560);

Specimens were evaluated at magnifications of 500x,
750x, 1000x, and 1500x. Changes in the surface structure
of the dentin were classified as slight, moderate, or severe.
Because smear layers may have occurred, especially over
the dentin, during the cutting procedure with drills, only
intact dentin surfaces were evaluated.

Results
Results from the electron microscopic evaluation are
summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Influence of dentin surfaces as a result of various types and concentrated bleaching agents
Slight irregularity in the surface
structure (out of 6)

Moderate irregularity in the
surface structure (out of 6)

Severe irregularity in the surface structure
(out of 6),
(dehydratation in the structure)

Group 1

=6=

-

-

Group 2

=4=

=2=

-

Group 3

-

=2=

=4=

Group 4

-

=5=

=1=

Group 5

-

=4=

=2=

Group 6

-

=1=

=5=

Intact dentin surfaces to which distilled water was
applied as a control agent had remained unchanged (Group
1, Fig. 2). Specimens treated with 10% hydrogen peroxide
(Group 2, Fig. 3) had fewer observable changes than any
other bleached group; deformations in the surface structure
did occur, but less frequently than in other groups. Severe
changes occurred in most of the intact dentin surfaces
treated with 30% hydrogen peroxide (Group 3, Fig. 4). In
group 4, in most of the samples moderate surface structural
changes were seen (Fig. 5). In group 5, moderate surface

structural changes were seen in most of the samples;
besides, severe surface structural changes were also found
in 2 samples (Fig. 6). With 30% hydrogen peroxide and
sodium perborate tri-hydrate (Group 6, Fig. 7), the surface
became almost completely irregular.
Interesting finding was the presence of different
amounts and locations of sodium perborate residues
and particles on all the specimens subjected to sodium
perborate applications (Fig. 8).
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Figure 2. Group 1 (X 1500 magnification): Distilled water applied
dentin surfaces. Entrance of dentin tubules are clear and regular and the
prismatic structure kept original structure.

Figure 5. Group 4 (X 1500) Distilled water and sodium perborate
applied dentin surfaces. It is seen that the prismatic properties of dentin
tubules are lost and the tubule crevices are widened. Deformation in
dentin structure is visible.

Figure 3. Group 2 (X 1500) 10% hydrogen peroxide applied dentin
surfaces. It took attention, but dentin tubules kept their original
structures.

Figure 6. Group 5 (X 1500) In this group in which 10% hydrogen
peroxide was used together with sodium perborate, deformation in the
tubular entrances took attention and also disregulation in the tubular
pattern was seen.

Figure 4. Group 3 (X1500) 30% hydrogen peroxide applied in dentin
surfaces. Randomly located tissue crevices due to dehydratation are
visible. Although the regular form prisms of dentin tubules kept its
original structure few deformations especially in the tubule entrances.

Figure 7. Group 6 (X 1500) In this group whereas the %30 hydrogen
peroxide was used together with sodium perborate; dentin tubules over
the dentin surface was enlarged and their tubular structure disappeared
in most although in some regions still the tubular may be seen.
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findings by Zalkind et al9, in the present study changes
were also observed in specimens treated with sodium
perborate plus water.

Figure 8. (X 500) Presence of different amounts of sodium perborate
residues and particles in specimens.

Discussion
Previous studies have used teeth extracted for
orthodontic purposes. In this study, in order to avoid
incidental effects of the oral environment, fully impacted
teeth were used.
Most researchers have attributed cervical resorption to
the caustic effect of H2O2. The lack of electron-microscopic
evaluation of this procedure prompted us to undertake
this study. The present study demonstrated a reduction in
regularity of the surface structure associated with the use of
hydrogen peroxide plus sodium perborate, as is commonly
reported with the walking bleach technique. In the thermocatalytic method, however, hydrogen peroxide is used
with heat alone. The more common occurrence of external
resorption with thermo-catalysis suggests that damage can
be accelerated by the acidity of hydrogen peroxide and/or
the heat used in this method.
Several investigations have evaluated differences
in external resorption after bleaching with hydrogen
peroxide plus heat3-7. External resorption after the use of
hydrogen peroxide plus sodium perborate in the walking
bleach technique has been reported by Latcham8. Also,
Zalkind et al9, using a scanning electron microscope,
observed damage in enamel, dentin, and cement caused
by bleaching agents (30% hydrogen peroxide, sodium
perborate); 30% hydrogen peroxide solution was
associated with severe changes to dentin surfaces, whereas
no changes were observed with sodium perborate. In our
study, specimens treated with 30% hydrogen peroxide
(Group 3) showed definitive changes to both the intact
and cut dentin structures. Prepared surfaces showed
differential penetration of bleaching material (Fig. 9).
Therefore, in order to maximize the standardization of the
experimental groups, intact dentin is preferred when the
effects of different bleaching agents on dentin surfaces
are evaluated. The greatest effect was found with 30%
hydrogen peroxide (Group 3). However, in contrast to

Figure 9. (X 750 magnification): Both prepared and intact dentin
surfaces are seen together. In prepared regions tubular entrances are
closed and the prismatic properties were lost. In intact surfaces regular
tubular structure can be seen.

Arı and Üngör10 studied different types of sodium
perborate for intracoronal bleaching efficacy and stated
that duration of the application of the bleaching agent is
more crucial than the concentration. They claimed that
to mix the sodium perborate with water rather than the
hydrogen peroxide is more advisable to prevent further
damage on hard tissues. In the present study, we elected
to assess the effects of the trihydrate form of sodium
perborate instead of the monohydrate form because of
its frequent use in practice; no significant difference was
found between them in this in vitro study.
One potential explanation for the discrepancies
associated with the use of sodium perborate is the type
of sodium perborate used. Unfortunately, Zalkind et al9
did not record the type of sodium perborate they used.
Interestingly, in our study, in the group in which sodium
perborate was used with water, moderate effects were
seen. This accords with results recorded by Lewinstein
et al11. Additionally, in our study, sodium perborate was
found to be more effective when used with hydrogen
peroxide.
Rotstein et al12 reported that among perborates, the
highest content (16%) of active oxygen occurs in sodium
perborate monohydrate. When combined with water
or hydrogen peroxide, it changes to a solid form in less
than 1 hour and becomes inactive. In comparison, the
active oxygen content of sodium perborate tri-hydrate
is 11.8% and it becomes solid in 24 hours or more. The
active oxygen content of sodium perborate tetra-hydrate is
10.4%. Peroxide compounds are widely used in different
concentrations for bleaching purposes. Oxidation is the
main cause of varying degrees of surface porosity and
structural change depending on the bleaching agent.
In addition to differences caused by modes of use, the
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bleaching agents may not spread uniformly throughout the
surfaces, and the deformation caused by this process needs
to be confirmed.
It is believed that in the majority of cases, the use
of bleaching agents and the bleaching process itself are
not solely responsible for cervical resorption. Thus, it is
important that clinicians are aware of the potential for
penetration, and take precautions while trying to increase
the dentin permeability12. The few studies in the dental
literature that have evaluated the effects of bleaching
agents on the surfaces of dental tissues have most often
been concerned with carbamide peroxide.

Conclusion
Evaluation with electron microscopy showed that
the intact dentin surfaces treated with 30% hydrogen
peroxide (Group 3) and 30% hydrogen peroxide plus
sodium perborate (Group 6) had severe surface changes
more often than specimens from any other group. We
have observed that over the dentin hard tissues, effects of
sodium perborate were similar to those of H2O2 (10% and
30%). Therefore, the belief that sodium perborate causes
less surface destruction than hydrogen peroxide is not
supported by the evidence.
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